Technology-Assisted Review (As a Service)
Fast and reliable document review and production

With H5’s advanced technology and expert search, document
review doesn’t have to be the case team’s burden. Let H5’s
experts take the reins with a hybrid TAR process, executed by
search experts for legal experts.

H5 TAR PROCESS: KEY BENEFITS

WHY H5?

H5’s unique, expert-driven TAR process and
proprietary search platform pair perfectly to provide
a highly accurate first-pass document review.

H5 has consistently shown, that our process,
professionals and products are trustworthy, reliable
and top of the line.

Reduce review time and expense with a battle-tested,
highly accurate TAR process.

Broad domain and legal experience makes knowledge
transfer easy.

Statistical algorithms and expert-designed linguistic
models identify potentially responsive, confidential,
privileged and key documents, with high speed and
accuracy.

Benefit from H5’s years of experience in litigation and
investigations for most corporate verticals — from
negotiation of production requirements (even with the
government) — all the way to production.

Attain maximum cost efficiency with superior data
reduction techniques to reduce volume.

Expert and reliable project management throughout
the process reduces time and stress.

Dedicated processing throughput – one terabyte per
day, global de-duplication, culling and filtering
techniques reduce non-responsive volume.

Experienced professionals manage and are available at
every stage of the review and production process.

Flexible TAR process adapts easily to change as the
matter evolves, without costly re-review.
New information? No problem. Fast and highly scalable
process, regardless of document volume, does not
require starting over when needs change.
Host data on the platform of your choice.
H5 supports hosting on any platform. Relativity-based
hosting enables access to H5’s award-winning H5
Matter Intelligence® and H5 Matter Analytics®.

Advanced tools, technologies and products keep H5
at the cutting-edge.
H5 has an arsenal of tools and works with Nuix,
Relativity® and other industry leaders to provide the
best possible services.

H5 FOUND DOCUMENTS WE MIGHT

”

never have found, in a fraction of the time. If there’s
a smoking gun, H5 will find it.

			– AmLaw 100 Law Firm Partner

ECA • Keyword & Protocol Consulting • Case Preparation • TAR • eDiscovery & Hosting

CASE STUDIES
H5’s High Quality TAR Cut $2 Million and
18 Weeks for Fortune 500 Company

Large HSR Second Request for Health Insurer
Completed On Time, Under Budget

SITUATION: A Fortune 500 conglomerate engaged H5 to
perform a review for production in a pending matter.

SITUATION: Fortune 100 health insurance company
needed to collect and review over 4 terabytes of
documents and produce to the DOJ to enable on-time
completion of its strategic M&A effort.

After H5 delivered the first set of responsive and privileged
documents, the client’s attorneys conducted their own
pre-production review. Due to the high accuracy of our
assessments, the attorneys determined their planned
document-by-document review of subsequent deliveries
was no longer necessary.
Instead, they reviewed small test samples of each result
set, continuing to find the same accuracy. By reducing the
number of documents that the client’s attorneys had to
look at, we brought huge efficiencies to the review,
reduced the time to production by 18 weeks, and saved
the client over $2 million.

High-Speed Review in 8 days for Media
Conglomerate
SITUATION: A national law firm representing a media
conglomerate engaged H5 to review 400,000 documents
before a court-ordered production date. Through various
unavoidable client delays, an expected 60-day review
cycle was shortened to two weeks.
Despite this unexpected challenge, H5’s team of linguists,
subject matter experts, and researchers found 80% of the
responsive documents in the collection within eight
business days—in time for the court-imposed deadline.

Hosting in
Relativity ® ?

H5 processed the 4 terabytes of native client data, defensibly
reduced the volume by 88%, and used technologyassisted review to assess the remaining documents for
responsiveness, potentially privileged, and 10 issue topics.
The responsive population was hosted by H5 in Relativity
for the client to conduct a streamlined second pass
privilege review in time to meet production deadlines.

Expert Culling Saves Over $1 Million in Review
Costs for Internal Investigation
SITUATION: A national law firm conducting an internal
investigation on behalf of its Fortune 500 client was faced
with a collection of over a million documents. Because of
tight timelines and a lean review team, the firm needed
to minimize the amount of information for review.
Through expert culling based on advanced linguistic
strategies, H5 reduced the collection by nearly half,
saving the client over $1 million, while minimizing the risk
of eliminating relevant documents. From there, our search
experts identified a subset of documents for further review
and prioritized 500—affording the law firm time to conduct
a document-by-document review and find the critical
information the client had requested.

Ask us about
H5 Matter Intelligence® and
H5 Matter Analytics.®

Visit us online at www.H5.com to learn how we can help you.
H5 helps law firms and corporate counsel find the documents that matter in litigation and investigations.
Whether documents need to be produced, withheld, or used to get admissions or prove facts at deposition
or trial, H5’s mission is to help find them—quickly, easily and at a lower cost than any other alternative.
Contact us at info@h5.com or visit us at www.h5.com
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You need it. We find it.

